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orer and less " spotty " ores may be sampled somewhat more simply, d without such, fine preliminary crushing.
In the assay office the sample, however obtained, is further reduced in Ik by an automatic machine, similar in principle to the large samplers, jh, for instance, as the Bridgman laboratory sampler,1 or by the implement own as the riffle or sampling tin (Fig. 206).2 This consists of a series of oighs arranged side by side and fastened at equal distances from each other .e width of the spaces being equal to that of the troughs) by strips of metal dered on to their ends. An even stream of ore being let fall from a shovel
to this sampler, half is retained in the troughs, while half passes through, ceful experiments have proved that each half is representative of the whole, petition of the process reduces the sample to any required extent. A npler with troughs 1 inch wide is suitable for treating materials which ilude lumps of not more than -} to -J inch in diameter. For finely ground Aerials a convenient width for the troughs is f inch.
The split shovel (see Fig. 207) 3 is similar in principle to the riffle, and in j Jones sampler,* instead of troughs and spaces, two sets of troughs are )stituted sloping at a high angle in opposite directions. The troughs ar themselves, discharging half the ore at each end of the machine.
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Fig. 206,—Sampling Tin.                                   Fig. 207.™Split Shovel for
Sampling.
When the sample has been reduced to from 5 to 20 Ibs. in weight it is .shed through a 20-mesh sieve, and from 1 to 5 Ibs. selected for the assay tiple.5 This sample is used for the estimation of moisture, and is then ed and finely crushed. Opinions differ as to the fineness of the sieve to-used.. No one is in favour of a sieve coarser than 80 mesh, and 100 mesh more common, but some assayers use a 200-mesL. sieve. The author's 3erience is that all ores require crushing to 100 mesh, and that finer Lshing may be dispensed with in the case of simple ores; but that com-x ores, such as tellurides, should be crushed as finely as possible.6
1  Hofman, McUMurgy of Lead (1899), p. 59.
2  E. A. Smith, The tiamplinf/ and Away of the Prccloux Metals, p. 122.
3  Smith, op. tit., p. 99.
a Described by P. Argall, Trans. Imt. Mn<f. and Met., 1902, 10, 271; Una. and Mna. «/'.,
3, 76, 729.       *
5 The views of various authorities as to weights of samples and fineness of preliminary
shings in the sampling of large lots of ore are given in Richards, Ore Dressing (1st ed.,
3), p. 848.
5 For further details as to sampling1 and the preparation of the sample for assay, see
ith, op. cit., pp. 87-126.

